SHOW AND FIELD FUTURITY NOMINATION FORM
BITCH NOMINATION AND LITTER REGISTRATION FORM
NO REFUND FOR FUTURITY/MATURITY ENTRIES
NO SUBSTITUTING ONE PUPPY FOR ANOTHER PUPPY IN THE SAME LITTER

Form A - Nomination must be postmarked prior to the birth of the litter.
Form B - Litter Registration must be postmarked not more than 30 days after the birth of the litter.
Please make checks payable to the American Pointer Club. Payment must accompany appropriate forms and be mailed to the current futurity Chairman: Lee Ann Stagg, PO Box 4 Rayne, LA 70578

***************************************************
Form B  LITTER NOMINATION  FEE $10.00

I hereby nominate the following litter for both the APC 20______ Futurity AND the 20____ Field Futurity. Enclosed is my fee of $10.00, or $20.00 if co-owned by a non-APC member. Nomination must be postmarked no more than 30 days after the birth of the litter.

LATE NOMINATION: More than 30 days, but less than 60 days after whelping. Fee: $20.00, or $30.00 if co-owned by a non-member.

Dam_____________________________________

AKC No. ____________________________Date Litter Whelped__________

Breeder________________________________________________________________________________

Address_________________________________City______________State_________Zip_____________

I hereby enroll______dogs and _____ bitches in the 20___ APC Futurity Stakes

Note: At least one owner of the nominated litter must be a member of the American Pointer Club for at least six months prior to nomination.

***************************************************
Form A  BITCH NOMINATION  FEE $20.00

I hereby nominate the following dam, thus making her litter eligible for enrollment in the APC 20______ Futurity AND the 20____ Field Futurity Stakes. Enclosed is my fee of $20.00 or $40.00 if co-owned by non-member

LATE NOMINATION: within 30 days of whelp $40.00 or $60.00 if co-owned by a non-member.

Dam___________________________________________ AKC No. ______________________

LITTER DUE_________________20____

Sire____________________________________________

Breeder of Litter____________________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________City______________State_______Zip__________

Note: At least one owner of the nominated bitch must be a member of the American Pointer Club for at least six months prior to nomination.
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